Abstract. We investigate Banach spaces X such that X is an A/-ideal in X**. Subspaces, quotients and c0-sums of spaces which are M-ideals in their biduals are again of this type. A nonreflexive space X which is an M-ideal in X** contains a copy of c0. Recently Lima has shown that if K(X) is an A/-ideal in L( X) then X is an A/-ideal in X**. Here we show that if X is reflexive and K( X) is an A/-ideal in L(X), then K(X)** is isometric to L(X), i.e. K(X) is an M-ideal in its bidual.
1. Introduction. The object of this paper is to investigate Banach spaces X, which are M-ideals in their bidual X**. Previous investigations of the question, whether the space of compact operators on X is an M-ideal in the space of all bounded operators, and the general study of the nature of the embedding of X into X** have led us to consider these spaces.
In §2 we show some general results concerning Af-structure, which are perhaps folklore, but which do not appear in the literature.
In §3 we start to study the properties of spaces which are M-ideals in their biduals. We show that subspaces and quotients of spaces, which are M-ideals in their biduals, have the same property. The proof of this result is based upon the fact that X is an A/-ideal in A'** if and only if the natural projection from X*** onto X* is an L-projection. Using local reflexivity we show that if X is an M-ideal in X** and Zis nonreflexive, then X contains almost isometric copies of c0. From this it follows that subspaces and quotients of such papers which are isomorphic to dual spaces are reflexive.
M-structure of spaces which are M-ideals in their biduals are studied in §4. Here we show that if X is an M-ideal in X** without proper M-summands and J + {0} is an M-ideal in A**, then X c J.
In §5 we treat the relation between spaces which are M-ideals in their biduals and spaces of compact operators. In [12] Lima proved that if K(X) is an M-ideal in L(X), then Xis an M-ideal in X** and X* has the RNP. Here we show that if X is reflexive and K(X) is an M-ideal in L(X), then K(X)** is isometric to L(X), i.e. K(X) is an M-ideal in its bidual. Moreover, if K( X) is an M-ideal in its bidual, then X is reflexive. We prove that for real spaces K( X, Y) contains a proper M-summand if and only if Y or X* contains a proper M-summand. For X reflexive this means that K(X) contains a proper M-ideal if and only if X or X* contains a proper M-ideal.
Let us fix some notation. A closed subspace J of a Banach space X is called an L^-summand (1 < p < oo) (resp. M-summand) if there exists a closed subspace JL such that X = J © /x and \\x + y\\p = \\x\\p + \\y\\p forx e/j e Jx (resp. ||x + y|| = max{||x||, ||y||} for x e 7, y e y-1-). Z/-and M-summands are equivalently characterized as ranges of Lp-and M-projections, which are defined in an obvious way. A closed subspace / of X is called an M-ideal if its annihilator J ° in X* is an 7-summand (in the case p = 1, we suppress the p). M-ideals can also be described by intersection properties of balls. For more information we refer to [2] . We denote by K( X, Y) (K(X) in the case X = Y) the space of compact operators from X to Y and by L(X, Y) (L(X) if X = Y) the space of all bounded operators from X to Y. Bx(a, r)is the closed ball with center a and radius r in X (we omit the X if the space is clear from the context). Bx is the unit ball of X. X ~ Y (X = Y) means that these spaces are isomorphic (isometrically isomorphic).
We write X ®x Y or X ®x Y if the norm on the direct sum of X and Y is the maximum-or the sum-norm.
The first named author wishes to thank E. Behrends and R. Evans for many discussions. Some of the first results are due to R. Evans.
2. Preliminaries about M-structure. The first result shows that M-projections (7-projections) are uniquely determined among contractive projections by their ranges (kernels).
2.1. Proposition. Let X be a Banach space.
(a) // 7 is an M-projection in X and P is a contractive projection with the same range, then 7 = 7.
(b) // 7 is an L-projection in X and P is a contractive projection with the same kernel, then P -E.
Proof. ad(a). It suffices to prove ker7 = ker7. " c ". Let x e ker£ with ||x|| = 1 be given. Suppose Px ¥= 0. For y := x + 7x/||7x|| e ker7 ®x im 7 we then have ||y|| = 1. Hence ™ = (1 + jj>^ii)l|i>x|| = ||i>;c|| + 1>1 which contradicts ||7|| ^ 1.
" D ". Let x e ker7 be given. For y:= x -Ex we have y e ker7 c ker7.
Hence 0 = Py = Px -77x = -Ex, i.e. x e ker£.
ad(b). This follows from (a) by dualising. □ 2.2. Corollary. Let J be an M-ideal in X. If J is the range of a contractive projection, then J is an M-summand.
Proof. Let 7 be the projection onto J, \\P\\ < 1. Then 7* is a contractive projection with ker7* = J°. Because J° is an 7-summand, 7* must be the corresponding 7-projection (Proposition 2.1(b)). But then 7 is an M-projection [ gives E*J° = E*PX = 77*** c PX* = J°. □ 3. Properties of spaces which are M-ideals in their biduals. In the sequel we will frequently identify ix(X) and X. Since M-and 7/'-summands (1 < p < oo) in dual spaces are w*-closed [2, Theorem 5.6; 3, Lemma 2.9], a nonreflexive Banach space cannot be an M-or L^-summand (1 < p < oo) in its bidual.
Proposition.
Let X be a Banach space. The following statements are equivalent.
(a) X is an M-ideal in X**. Proof. ad(a). Let M be a closed subspace of X. By Proposition 3.1 we have to show that the natural projection PM. of M*** onto iM,(M*) is an 7-projection. Recall the following two facts: "7M, 7*** = T***PX. where 7: M -> X denotes the inclusion mapping", '"T*** is a quotient mapping, i.e. given m e M*** and e > 0 one can find x e X*** with T***x = m and ||x|| < ||w|| + e". By assumption Px» is an 7-projection. Let m, e, and x be as above. Then we have ||w|| < ||7M.m|| + ||m -PM.m\\ = 11^*^***11 + WT***X " ^V^**x|| = 117***7^x11 + ||7***x -7***7^x11 < ||7***||(||7^x|| + ||x -Px.x\\) = \\x\\ < ||m|| + e which shows that PM. is an 7-projection.
ad(b). Replace 7 by the canonical map w: X -* X/M. Then the proof is similar to that of (a). (Actually it is easier, because w*** is isometric.) ad(c). This is straightforward. □ Remarks.
(1) Using the identification (X/M)* = M° and Proposition 1.5(2) of [14] one can also give a more direct proof of Theorem 3.4(b) using the intersection property of M-ideals in the form of [11] .
(2) One easily sees that being an M-ideal in its bidual is not a 3-space-property. We shall now show that nonreflexive spaces which are M-ideals in their biduals contain almost isometric copies of c0 and hence, that they are not isomorphic to dual spaces. We write the proof of Theorem 3.5 for real spaces only. The proof is easily extended to the complex case.
3.5. Theorem. Let X be nonreflexive and an M-ideal in X**. Then X contains almost isometric copies of c0.
Proof. Let e > 0 and choose xx e X and y e X** such that 1 = \\xx\\ = d(y, X) and || j|| < 1 + e. We shall show by induction that there exists a sequence (x")"=1 in X such that:
(i)||x"|| > 1 -2eforalln.
(ii) ||x! ± x2+ ■ ■ • ± x"\\ < 1 + 2e -2e/2" for all n and all choice of signs.
Assume we have found xx,...,x" as above. Since X is an M-ideal in X**, there exists a zn g X such that [11] \\{y -zn) +xx+x2+ ■■■+ xn\\ < 1 + 2e -f or all choice of signs. Let En = span(y, zn, x1,...,x"). By the principle of local reflexivity [15] , there exists an operator Tn: 7" -» X such that for all x g E"
(1 -an)||x|| < ||7"x|| < (1 + 3")||x|| and 7"x = x if x g £" n A. Here we choose 3" > 0 such that
Put xn+1 = Tn(y -z"). Then we have \\xx ±x2± ■■• ±x"± xn + x\\ = \\Tn(y -zn + xx+x2+ ■■■ + x")\\ Moreover (1 -d")\\y -zn\\ < ||xn+1|| and since zn g X we have ||y -z"|| > c/(y, X) = 1. Thus we get ||x" + 1|| > 1 -d" > 1 -2e for 8" sufficiently small.
Now we define an operator 7: c0 -» A by T((an)) = E" a"x". It is straightforward to show that (1 -6e)||x|| < ||7x|| < (1 + 2e)||x|| forallxGc0. D
The first corollary from this theorem collects some simple, but interesting consequences. The second is more substantial, because it says that nonreflexive spaces which are M-ideals in their biduals are far from being dual spaces. Note that an alternative proof of Corollary 3.7 could be given, using (c) of Corollary 3.6 and Theorem 23B in [10] . 3.6 . Corollary.
Let X be a nonreflexive space which is an M-ideal in X**. (a) X is not weakly sequentially complete. (c) X is not complemented in X**.
(d) X**/X is nonseparable.
Proof, (a) and (b) follow from the fact that c0 is not wsc and does not have RNP and that these properties are hereditary for subspaces.
(c) Since X is an M-ideal in X**, X contains a subspace isomorphic to c0. By a result of Rosenthal [16, Theorem 1.3] , if A'is complemented in X**, then A contains a subspace isomorphic to l^. Hence X also contains lx. But this is impossible since X* has the RNP [14]. Thus Xis not complemented in X**.
(d) follows from the embedding lx/c0 -> X**/X (there we use the result "if / is isomorphic to a subspace of X, then J**/J is isomorphic to a subspace of X**/X" which is not difficult to prove). Proof. By assumption J00 is an M-summand in X**. Using the fact that ix(J) = Jm n ix(X), which is a simple application of the Hahn-Banach theorem, and Proposition 2.3 one arrives at the desired result. □
The next result is not only useful for proving Theorem 4.3, but is of some interest in its own right.
4.2. Proposition. Let X be an M-ideal in X**. Then every isometric isomorphism of X** is the bitranspose of an isometric isomorphism of X.
Proof. Let /: X** -» X** be the isometric isomorphism. From [14, Theorem 2.6] we know that X* has the RNP. A result of Godefroy [7, p. 103 ] then gives an isometric isomorphism J: X* -* X* with /* = 7 We only have to show J*X c X, because then (I\x)* -J. By a simple Hahn-Banach argument this inclusion is equivalent to I*X° c A"0. To prove this, it suffices to show I*Bxo c Bxo.
Because of the w*-continuity of /* and the fact that Bxa = conv" * ext Bxo, we see that it is enough to show that every extreme point/ g Bxo is mapped by /* into Bxa.
But /*/is an extreme point in Bx". and, because X*** = X* ®x X°, it therefore can only lie in Bx« or Bx,. In the second case there exist a g g X* with J**f = I*f = Jg = J**g, which contradicts the fact that /** is one-to-one. □ Remark. G. Godefroy has informed us that he has independently proved Proposition 4.2 in a forthcoming paper.
For the following theorem we need some further concepts of M-structure: We denote by PM( X) (PL( X)) the collection of all M-(7-)projections in a Banach space X and their closed linear spans in 7(A) by CX(X) (C(A)). For a definition of Z(X), the centralizer of X, we refer to [2, p. 53 ff]. Here we need only the fact CX(X) c Z(X) with equality for dual spaces [2, Theorem 5.9]. 4.3. Theorem. Let X be an M-ideal in A**. Then Z(X) = Z(X**).
Proof. Clearly the operator A: L(X) -> L(X**) defined by 7 -» 7** gives an isometric injection from PM(X) into PM(X**). If 7 g Pm(X**) then / = 27 -id is an isometric isomorphism of X**, hence bitranspose by Proposition 4.2. It easily follows that 7 is the bitranspose of an M-projection in X, i.e.
(*) PM(X**) = A{PM(X))aA{Cx(X)).
As the right-hand side is a closed linear space, this gives Z(A**) = CX(X**) c A(CJX)) c A(Z(X)).
Together with the opposite inclusion A(Z( X)) c Z( X**) which is valid for arbitrary
Banach spaces A (7 g Z(A) =» 7* g C(A*) ^> 7** g Cx(X**) = Z(X**) by This result shows that the converse of Corollary 3.2 is not valid in general. Take e.g. X = c. Then X* = lx is an 7-summand in X***, but X, since not isometrically isomorphic to c0, is not an M-ideal in A**.
(4) As a nice consequence we obtain the following "renorming" result: d(X, c0) = 1 => X = c0. (Proof. The assumption obviously implies d(X**, lx) = 1, and this is known to imply A** = lx. By the uniqueness of the predual of lx, we get A* = lx, i.e. X is an 71-predual space. From Remark (3) following Theorem 3.4 we know that X is an M-ideal in X**. Hence we get A = c0.) 5. Spaces of compact operators. A very difficult problem is to characterize those spaces A such that 7(A) is an M-ideal in 7(A). This has been considered in many papers: e.g. Hennefeld [8, 9] , Lima [13, 14] and Smith and Ward [20] . In [14] it is shown that if K( X) is an M-ideal in 7( A), then X is an M-ideal in A**. As there are reflexive spaces A for which 7(A) is not an M-ideal in 7(A) (cf. Let g g A*, and assume ||g|| < 1. Let tj > 0. We can find fx,...,/", g st.exp. Bx, such that rf(g,conv(/1,...,/J)<T,/3.
Let n g N be such that l/n < tj/3 and let co = {fx,... ,fm} and a = (co, n). If now Ta is as above, then we easily see that \\T*g -g\\ < tj. Thus it follows that the net (Ta) satisfies (i), (iii) and (iv).
Clearly, (7a) satisfies f(Tax) ->/(x) for all/G A* and all x g A. Thus Tax -» x weakly for all x g A. By a well-known procedure, it follows that we can find a net (7^) consisting of convex sums of the elements (Ta) which also satisfies (ii). As is easily seen, 7 is a well-defined linear operator. Because PTV is compact, we know (77v)**xf* g Y; for a w*-convergent net (y*) in 7* with limit y* we thus have (Ry;)(y)=y:[(PT, )*%**] -y*[(77v)**xf*] = (7y*)(y)
which shows that 7 is w*-H>*-continuous, hence of the form R = Q* for some Q g L(Y). We claim that Q is a nontrivial M-projection. Note first that we have (*) 7y* = 0ory* fory* G ext BY,.
(Proof.
(Ry*)(y)= [7*(x**®y*)](7j = 0(7V.) or (xf* ®y*)(7v) because xf* ® y* g 5 and 7* is an 7-projection = 0 or y*(7**xf*) =y*(y).)
But (*) gives 7 = 72 on ext BY., hence on span ext BY». The w*-density of this space and the w*-continuity of 7 show that 7 is a projection, hence also Q is a projection. By Theorem 4.6 of [12] and (*) Q is already an M-projection.
7*(xf* ®y0*) = 0 and P*(x** ®yf) = xf* ® yf imply (see the proof of (*)) 7y0* = 0 and Ryf = yf, i.e. Q is nontrivial and (i) is settled. Proof. Let M be a nontrivial M-ideal in 7(A) and 7 the corresponding 7-projection in 7(A)* with range M°. Because there are extreme points in the unit balls of M° and M0x= M*, we can derive from 7(A)* = M° ®XM0± the existence of x**, xf* g ext Bx». and y0*, y* g ext BY, with the same properties as in the proof of the theorem, where 7* is now replaced by 7.
Assume we are in case (i). Let Ty be as above and define R: X* -> X* by (Ry*)(y)= [7(xf*®y*)](7v).
